BOOST COLLABORATION & GET MORE
DONE WITH MICROSOFT TEAMS
Driving Technology Innovation.

Unleash the power of your team to chat, meet, call, and collaborate all in
one place and achieve more with the solution that makes it all happen.
Microsoft Teams is the hub for teamwork in Office 365.

MICROSOFT TEAMS
You're on a journey to transform the way your organization works together and we want to show
you what Microsoft Teams can do for you. Teams improves workplace collaboration by helping
organizations move from away from disparate apps to a single, secure hub for chats, meetings, file
sharing, calling, and more - all with native integration to Office 365 apps. Empower your people
with the apps, processes, and tools they need to get work done more efficiently and successfully
collaborate with others.

Open the Door to a More Intelligent Workplace
Get Teams on All Devices
Modernize Meetings
Increase Productivity
Access Built-in Office 365 Apps
Reduce Email Inbox Overflow
Quickly Collaborate & Share Files

Experience the numerous benefits of Microsoft Teams in your organization.
SECURE COLLABORATION
Microsoft Teams is built on Office 365 groups, Microsoft Graph, and has the same security,
compliance, and manageability as the rest of Office 365. Teams leverages identities stored in Azure
Active Directory (Azure AD).
24/7 CONNECTIVITY
Teams keeps working even when you're offline or experiencing spotty network conditions, so you
stay up-to-date with the latest communication.
UNIQUE SETUP AND DEPLOYMENT OPTIONS
Every team is different and there’s no one-size-fits-all approach to collaboration. Teams makes it
easy to customize your settings to match your workflow and preferences.
QUICK, CLEAR, AND EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION
Accelerate efficient communication to speed up decisions made across departments.
We make Microsoft Teams work for you! Engage the experts at Forsyte I.T. Solutions to
integrate Teams or build apps for Teams to take full advantage of its functionality.

Contact Us to Empower your Team with Microsoft Teams.
FORSYTEIT.COM | INFO@FORSYTEIT.COM | 844.587.4535 | @FORSYTEIT

